System theory is the study of dynamic systems from experimental data. A complete treatment of system theory, including frequency-selective filters, could easily fill several textbooks. Given the constraint of a single chapter, only introductory system theory concepts that lay the foundation for other chapters are reviewed in Chapter 1. Similarly, the discussion of frequency-selective filters is abbreviated out of necessity. It is assumed that the reader has a working knowledge of linear system theory, Fourier transforms, z-transforms, Laplace transforms, and the basic concepts of stochastic processes. For a review of this material, the reader is referred to [1].
INPUT-OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
Suppose you are acquiring respiration data in the hospital operating room while 60 Hz interference noise is present. Your data acquisition system includes an analog lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1 MHz. Based on discrete time, k, the input sequence, w(/c), is the respiration data, and the disturbance (or noise) sequence, v(&), is the 60 Hz noise. The system is the analog-to-digital converter and lowpass filter; the output sequence, y (k) 9 is the acquired data.
In general, a dynamic system can be represented by the diagram in Figure 1 .1. Here, the system is driven by u(k) and v(k). The user can control u(k) but not v(k). The output provides useful information about the system. For a dynamic system, the control action at time k will influence the output at times greater than k. For the purposes of this discussion, u(k), v(k) , and y(k) are restricted to scalars. The system is therefore a single input, single output (SISO) model.
For the moment, let us assume that there is no disturbance, more than one input may be present (not SISO), and the system is represented by H(A). Here, U(k) represents the system operator by which the input is mapped into the output:
y(k) = H[u(k)]
(1.1)
This operator may map more than one input sequence into one output sequence, thus constituting a many-to-one mapping. For example, a square law device can be characterized by the mapping
We can restrict the system to one-to-one mapping and linearity by constraining the system to follow superposition:
H[au x (k) + bu 2 (k)] = aR[u x {k)\ + bB[u 2 (k)]
(1.3)
for arbitrary constants a and b. We can further restrict the system to be time-invariant, such that a delay of the input sequence causes a corresponding shift in the output sequence. Specifically, for all delays, k 0 , an input sequence with values u x (k) = u(k -k 0 ) must produce the output sequence with values y x {k) = y(k-k 0 ).
Linear Time-Invariant Systems
Given the properties of linearity and time-invariance, the input-output description is immensely simplified. Now the linear time-invariant (LTI) system is completely characterized by its impulse response, h(k), where 
y(k) = u{k)*h(k) = X u(n)h(k~n)
(
INPUT-OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
The LTI system may be stable in the bounded-input bounded-output sense if and only if every bounded input sequence produces a bounded output sequence. That is, the impulse response must be absolutely summable:
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Many times, it may be efficient to compute the impulse response through initial calculations in the frequency domain. In the frequency domain, the Fourier transform of the system impulse response, otherwise known as the transfer function, is easily calculated, and followed by conversion back to the time domain. Conversion to and from the frequency domain is accomplished using the Fourier transform pair:
where ,3 is the Fourier operator and o) equals the discrete frequency in units of radians/sample. Discrete frequency is calculated as 27r(frequency in Hertz) (sampling frequency in Hertz)
Although the interval -IT < to < IT has been used in Eq. (1.8), any interval of length 2TT can be used. The Fourier transform representation exists for any finite length sequence, since it converges to a finite sum, and is absolutely summable. For a sequence of infinite length, the Fourier transform representation may or may not exist.
Using the convolution theorem (also known as the dual domain theory of duality), which states that convolution in the time domain translates to multiplication in the frequency domain, the transfer function, H(e Joj ), can be calculated from U(e JC0 ) = 3 {«(&)} and7(^w) = .3{y(ifc)}as^= ik4 (L10)
Random Signals
In the previous section, we assumed that the signals are deterministic, that is, each value of a sequence is uniquely determined by a mathematical expression, table of data, or rule of some type. However, a system may be so complex that it is extremely difficult to describe. In such cases, modeling the system as a stochastic process is analytically useful. Again, through calculations in the frequency domain, the transfer function can be estimated.
A stochastic signal is assumed to be a member of an ensemble of signals that is characterized by a set of probability density functions. For a specific signal at a specific time, the signal's amplitude is assumed to be determined by an underlying scheme of probabilities. Let us assume that our system is stable, linear, and time-invariant, and that our input, u(k\ is real-valued and wide-sense stationary. A wide-sense stationary signal is assumed to possess a constant mean and to not vaiy with time. Assuming a system impulse response, h(k), the system output, y(k), is then a sample function of an output random process related to the input process by the linear transformation
which is the same result as Eq. (1.4). Stochastic signals are not absolutely summable, and consequently do not directly have Fourier transforms. However, many of the signal properties can be summarized in terms of autocorrelation sequences, for which the Fourier transforms do exist. Autocorrelation sequences are finite-energy sequences that tend to die out over time. Let us illustrate this by defining the autocorrelation and power density spectrum.
The autocorrelation function of a signal, n(k\ is defined as
The autocorrelation for a noise sequence uniformly distributed in the range {-1, 1} is illustrated in Figure 1 .2. Similarly, the cross-correlation function of two signals, u(k) and y(k), is defined as
n=-<x>
Transforming these functions to the frequency domain leads to a calculation of the transfer function. The power density spectrum (or power spectrum) is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function:
® uu (e JO >) = 3{<l>u U (k)} (1.14)
Similarly, the cross power density spectrum is the Fourier transform of the cross-correlation function:
Using these functions, the transfer function, H{e jco ), can be calculated as *->-%£ <•••«>
LINEAR CONSTANT COEFFICIENT DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
A general model structure for the LTI system is the autoregressive moving average, exogeneous input (ARMAX) model, which consists of the linear constant coefficient difference equation: 
where e(k) is a sequence of independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables with zero mean, otherwise known as white noise, and a 0 = c 0 = 1. The model is autoregressive because the output, y(k), looks back on past values of itself:
(1.18)
The model also possesses a moving average, ]T c w e(A: -w), and an exogeneous, or external, input, u(k) . n =°A subset of the ARMAX model is the controlled, autoregressive (ARX) model, assuming white noise is not present: For the ARX model, the output, y(k), for a given input, u(k), is not uniquely specified, as auxiliary information or conditions are required. [Recall that homogeneous equations such as Eq. (1.19) do not possess forcing functions, as do nonhomogeneous equations such as Eq. (1.18).] If it can be assumed that the system is initially at rest, then the system is linear, time-invariant, and causal.
z-transform Representation
A linear, time-invariant, discrete time system is implemented using adders, multipliers, and memory for storing delayed sequence inputs. In analog discrete time implementations such as switched-capacitor filters, the delays are implemented by charge storage devices. The unit delay system is represented by the system function z~l. The ARX model in Eq. (1.19), a general Mh order difference equation, is represented by the block diagram of Figure 1 .3. This representation is known as the Direct-form realization.
Using unit delays and the z-transform time-shifting property, Z{u(k-n)} = z~nU(z), the ARX model in Eq. (1.19) can be rewritten by taking the z-transform on both sides as
The corresponding transfer function is (1.20)
Yb n z- recalling that ct 0 = 1. The transfer function can also be expressed in its factored form as
The roots of the numerator, f m are the zeros of the transfer function. The roots of the denominator or characteristic equation, g n , are the poles of the transfer function. The transfer function is stable if and only if it has no poles outside the unit circle. The unit circle is described by \z\ = 1. Conversion from the z-domain to the frequency domain involves the substitution z = e Joj :
fla-g^")
BASIC FREQUENCY-SELECTIVE FILTER CONCEPTS
Keeping all these representations of the transfer function in mind, we are now ready to design a frequency-selective filter. Ideally, a frequency-selective filter passes only frequencies of interest, based on a cutoff frequency, a) c . Each filter form is named for the frequency range that is passed: lowpass filter, highpass filter, bandpass filter, bandstop (all frequencies except a certain band or range) filter. For example, a 1 Hz (or 2 TT radians/sec) sine wave with 60 Hz (or 120TT radians/sec) interference may be lowpass filtered to remove its noise artifact ( Figure 1 .4). For all these filters, if the ARMAX system is initially at rest, then the system is linear, time-invariant, and causal.
Filter Applications
A frequency-selective filter can be used to remove noise if, after taking the Fourier transform of a noisy signal, the signal and noise components appear in separate frequency bands. More importantly, a frequency-selective filter can be used as a prefilter to avoid aliasing. Aliasing is a distortion that occurs when a continuous signal that is bandlimited, or restricted to frequency components below the Nyquist frequency, il N , is then sampled at a frequency less than the Nyquist rate, 2fl N . ft represents continuous time frequency in radians/sec. The underlying foundation of this result is Shannon's sampling theorem. According to this theorem, samples of a continuous bandlimited signal that have been ac~ Typically, a continuous time signal is sampled at a very high sampling rate, far above the Nyquist rate of the signal. The utilized data acquisition system passes the signal through an analog lowpass filter with a high cutoff frequency before analog/digital conversion. The user then prefilters the digital signal using a sharp cutoff frequency filter to avoid aliasing, and downsamples the data to the desired sampling rate. The choice of filter depends on phase linearity and efficiency (related to model order) constraints that are discussed in later sections. Downsampling to a rate of (original sampling rate/G) can be accomplished by inputting every Gth sample or averaging every G samples. This process is illustrated in Figure 1 .6. 
Filter Specifications
Before a frequency-selective filter can be designed, it must be specified. 
The group delay is defined as the negative derivative of the phase response:
The two main filter specifications are the passband and stopband, as shown in Figure  1 .7. The passband is the region within which the magnitude of the frequency response must approximate unity with an error of 8 l9 such that
where co p is the passband frequency. The stopband is the region in which the magnitude response must approximate zero with an error less than 8 2 :
where w 5 is the stopband frequency. The transition is then just the region between the passband and stopband frequencies.
Filter Types
Once the filter is specified, the designer must choose whether to implement the filter as an infinite or finite impulse response (IIR or FIR, respectively) filter. on the recognition that long division of the transfer function numerator by its denominator generates an infinite number of terms. Conversely, an FIR filter is described by an exogenous input, without white noise:
As is evident from the equation, the FIR transfer function contains a finite number of terms. The choice between an FIR or IIR filter depends on the constraints of the design problem. FIR systems can be easily designed to have exactly linear phase or generally linear phase. On the other hand, IIR systems can be described by closed form equations, which lead to a more efficient design.
1A DESIGN OF IIR DIGITAL FILTERS FROM ANALOG FILTERS
The widely accepted approach for designing IIR filters involves six steps:
1. Choose the analog filter model. 2. Calculate the model order and cutoff frequency. 3. Find the s-plane pole locations. 4. Factor the continuous time transfer function. 5. Obtain a lowpass filter prototype. 6. Transform from lowpass filter prototype to desired lowpass, highpass, bandpass, or bandstop filter.
These steps are summarized in this section.
Common Analog Filter Models
Two common analog filters are the Butterworth and Chebyshev filters. The choice of filter depends on the desired frequency characteristics. The continuous time Butterworth filter is defined by the magnitude-squared function where £l c is the continuous cutoff frequency, and N is the model order (Figure 1 .8a). Butterworth filters are defined by the property that the magnitude response is maximally flat in the passband. As a consequence, the first (IN-1) derivatives of the magnitude-squared function equal zero at (1 = 0 for an Mh order filter. This filter also possesses a magnitude response that is monotonic in the passband and stopband. As N increases, the filter characteristics become sharper (Figure 1 .8b). where V lV (x) is the Mh order Chebyshev polynomial and s is the allowable passband ripple (Figure 1 .10). The Chebyshev polynomial is defined as
Type I Chebyshev filters are defined by the property that the magnitude response is equiripple in the passband and monotonic in the stopband. The magnitude-squared function ripples between 1 and 1/(1 + s 1 ) for 0 < fl/{\ < 1 and decreases monotonically for ft/O c > 1. The Chebyshev poles lie on an ellipse in the s-plane (Figure 1.9b) . Again, to obtain a stable and causal filter, we should choose a pole for each pair of roots in the left half plane of the s-plane. With the Chebyshev filter, the accuracy of the filter approximation is uniformly distributed over the passband, stopband, or both. Compared to the Butterworth filter, this is a more efficient distribution of the accuracy, leading to a relatively lower order Chebyshev filter.
Model Order and Cutoff Frequency Calculations
Once the user has chosen the filter type, the model order and cutoff frequency are calculated from specific frequency specifications for the magnitude function. Since original specifications are given in discrete frequency, they must first be converted to continuous frequency using the relation
where T d is the sampling interval. Since the effect of T d is cancelled during a later design step, we choose T d = 1, which is referred to as a normalized sampling interval. For example, suppose we want to design a discrete time Butterworth filter with magnitude, \H(e Ja) % for which 0.9000 < \H(e-^)\ < 1, 0 < \co\ < 0.609 Since the magnitude response of an analog Butterworth filter is a monotonically decreasing, or smoothly decreasing, function of frequency, these specifications will be satisfied if Since model order, JV, must be an integer, we round N up to the nearest integer TV = 6, in order to meet or exceed the specification. Substituting N= 6 into Eq. (1.45) yields fl c = 0.7090. With this value of ft c , the passband specification of the continuous filter will be met exactly, and the stopband specification will be exceeded.
Pole Locations and Transfer Function
The calculated values of N and il c are used to find the poles of the magnitude function. Continuing with our Butterworth filter example, we require the substitution e^ = cos 0+y"sin0
( 
Transformations
To obtain the lowpass filter prototype for our design, the bilinear transformation is used to convert the analog transfer function to its discrete form. The bilinear transform is an algebraic transformation between the variables s and z that maps the entire jfl axis in the splane to one revolution of the unit circle in the z-plane. The bilinear transformation corresponds to replacing s by
S= YAT^) (L52)
As before, we use T d = 1, since the sampling interval has no influence in our design. Since our discrete time specifications are mapped to continuous time specifications, and the continuous time filter is mapped back to discrete time, the effect of The magnitude and phase plots for the lowpass filter prototype and highpass filter are given in Figure 1 .11.
Other MR Filter Methods
Other methods besides this impulse-invariant approach may be used to design IIR filters. Rather than defining an analog filter impulse response, an analog filter step response may be defined and used as the basis of a filter design. Moreover, equiripple IIR filters may be designed using linear programming (an optimization methodology), or by iteratively using the Remez exchange algorithm on the numerator and denominator of the transfer function [3] . These methods are beyond the range of our discussion.
DESIGN OF FIR FILTERS BY WINDOWING
In contrast to IIR filter design, which relies on a continuous to discrete time transformation, FIR filter design is usually restricted to implementation in discrete time. The simplest method of FIR filter design is the window method, which involves truncating, or "windowing," an ideal frequency response. Only basic windowing concepts are presented in this section, since most medical instrumentation applications employ IIR, rather than FIR, filters. IIR filters are typically chosen because of their closed form and lower implementation order. 
Windowing
Given a desired impulse response, h d (k), we can define a new system with impulse response, h(k), such that
Note that M is the order of the system polynomial in Eq. (1.32). As shown in Eq. (1.56), (M + 1) is the length or duration of the impulse response. Eq. (1.56) can be represented as the product of the desired impulse response and a finite duration window, w(k):
( 1.57) where w(k) is often described by one of the equations in Table 1 .3. The simplest window is the rectangular window, which involves truncation at sample M: 
The rectangular, Harming, Hamming, and Blackman windows are all special cases of the generalized cosine window. Each of these windows is composed of combinations of sinusoidal sequences with frequencies 0, 2TT/(M-1), and 4TT/(M-1). By summing the individual terms to form the window, the low-frequency peaks in the frequency domain combine in such a way as to minimize undesired frequency characteristics.
Assuming that the Fourier transforms of h{k) and w(k) exist, the Windowing theorem may be used to calculate the transform function of Eq. (1.57) as 
Filter Forms
The desired impulse responses for a lowpass, highpass, and bandpass filter are given below:
In designing an FIR filter, a delay, d, must be included in the desired impulse response to obtain a causal filter. In each desired impulse response, the delay is set to M/2 to guarantee symmetry and therefore linear phase.
Design of an FIR filter by windowing involves three steps:
1. Specify the desired order, M, and cutoff frequency, co c (or frequencies, co cl and <o c2 , for a bandpass filter). 2. Select a window in Table 1 .3 and multiply it by the desired filter form. 3. Convolve the resulting filter function with the input to obtain a filtered output.
For example, suppose we want to design a 4th order Hamming lowpass filter with a> c = IT/4. Using the formula in Table 1 .3, the Hamming coefficients are w(0) = w>(4) = 0.08, w(l) = w(3) = 0.54, and w(2) = 1 (Figure 1.12a) . We multiply this window by the ideal impulse response of Eq. 
Other FIR Filter Methods
Other methods besides windowing may be used to design FIR filters. For example, Parks and McClellan reformulated the filter design problem as a problem in polynomial approx- . Further, FIR filters may be designed using the Remez exchange algorithm [3] . Both methods are beyond the range of our discussion.
PSEUDORANDOM BINARY SEQUENCE FILTER
Up to this point, the filters we have designed have passed a specified frequency range that contains the signal of interest. If the majority of system noise resides outside this range, then the system signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is increased. Another method for preserving the signal of interest involves filtering a periodic signal through a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) filter. A pseudorandom binary sequence is composed of two values that appear to be introduced randomly but are reproducible by deterministic means. Due to correlation properties of this filter, the periodic signal is amplified, whereas the noise amplitude remains constant. With this alternate method, the signal-to-noise ratio is also increased. In essence, the PRBS filter functions as a bandpass filter that does not require frequency specifications. The PRBS filter is one of many spread-spectrum techniques originally developed for military communications but now finding applications in the commercial arena, particularly in cellular telephony. Spread spectrum refers to a modulation technique that spreads the spectrum of a signal by using a very wideband spreading signal. The spreading signal is chosen to have properties that facilitate demodulation of the transmitted signal by the intended receiver, and which make demodulation by an unintended receiver as difficult as possible.
PRBS Properties
The PRB sequence consists of a predetermined binary sequence of ones and zeros of maximal length, M = 2 N -1, where N is the filter order. These maximal length sequences, or M-sequences, possess several useful properties:
1. An M-sequence contains one more one than zero. The number of ones in the sequence is \(N+ 1). 2. The modulo-2, or binary, sum of an M-sequence and any phase shift of the same sequence is another phase of the same M-sequence. This cross-correlation can be used to filter a periodic signal. Each incoming period, T, of the input signal is encoded, that is, multiplied by the next value of the encoder sequence. The encoded signal is then passed through its transmission medium, which may add system noise. The received signal is decoded by periodic convolution with the decoder sequence, such that
The PRBS filtering process is illustrated in Figure 1 .13. 
Advantages
Why would an engineer bother using such a complicated filter strategy? In practice, systems are often perturbed with a signal as a means of determining the system impulse response. Unfortunately, system noise may be acquired during this perturbation. Recall that our received signal is amplified (M+ l)/2 times. Even if system noise is received, it is not amplified. Therefore, the PRBS filter increases the received signal-to-noise ratio. The cost of this filter, however, is that the output can only be calculated after M periods have occurred.
Another advantage of this filter is the reduction of signal stackup. Stackup occurs when the time decay of a perturbed signal response back to its original value is longer than its period (Figure 1.14) . In other words, the onset of a periodic signal, which results from a periodic perturbation, occurs faster than its time decay. The PRBS filter eliminates stackup because only one perturbation response is preserved.
As an example, let us calculate the filter response of a periodic sequence {5 3 2 0} (T = 4) to a second-order filter, with M= 3. From Table 1 .4, the encoder sequence is e(k) = {1 1 0}; the corresponding decoder sequence is d(k) = {1 1-1}. Multiplying each period by the encoder sequence results in the encoder output of {5320532000005320532 0 0 0 0 0}. Using Eq. (1.66), convolving this sequence with the decoder output results in the decoder output {10 6400000000 0}. Now let us add uniform noise in the range {0 1} to the encoder output of this sequence in a third-order filter, with M = 7 (Figure 1.15 ). This noise significantly degrades the encoder output sequence. However, if we decode the output and divide the result by (M + l)/2, the final result is now closer to the original sequence for the first period. Although the normalized decoded sequence still does not equal the original, the noise offset is now more uniform.
SUMMARY
In this introductory chapter, we have reviewed basic concepts of the input-output description. Within the constraint of a linear time-invariant system, we have considered deter- ministic and random inputs and representations of the transfer function in the Fourier and z-domains. We have also discussed methods for filtering signals in a specified frequency range. Each filter form is named for the frequency range that is passed: lowpass filter, highpass filter, bandpass filter, and bandstop filter. The typical design of an infinite impulse response filter involves conversion of an analog filter to its discrete counterpart. The typical design of a finite impulse response filter involves windowing, or truncation, of an ideal frequency response. We have also introduced the concept of a pseudorandom binary sequency filter, based on signal encoding and decoding using a maximal length sequence. In effect, the PRBS filter functions as a bandpass filter without the need for frequency specifications. If signal noise is generally limited to a certain frequency range, then IIR filters can be used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. IIR filters are typically chosen over FIR filters because of their closed form and higher efficiency. If signal noise is contained within the signal frequency range, a PRBS filter can be used to minimize the effect of this noise. AU-20, 195-199, 1972 . 
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